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Assault Runner Elite  
 

The AirRunner Elite slatted treadmill from
Assault Fitness with no motor - no
electricity costs - maintenance free - 100%
running experience. Jog, sprint, walk and
stop without making an adjustment. You
simply control the machine with your body.
Move forward or backward and the device
responds directly, all without pressing a
button. No restraints, no controls, just
walk. Never has an exercise machine
provided such a natural feel. The
AssaultRunner Elite is specifically
designed to meet the needs of
professional athletes, home trainers and
commercial users.

 CHF 4'790.00  
      

      

The AssaultRunner Elite is designed to naturally mimic running above ground, allowing athletes to test
the limits of their training while promoting proper running form and technique. The non-motorized design
means you're always in control of your speed, making this the perfect treadmill for runners of all ability
levels.

Burns more calories than a motorized treadmill
low impact design reduces the risk of injury
shock absorbing belt
unlimited speed possibilities

The special shape of the Assault Fitness slatted treadmill allows exercisers to propel the belt under their
own power. Automatically and naturally, you can regulate the speed from normal walking to jogging to
sprinting. This works without making any adjustments. This technique gives the user up to 30% more
calories burned. The treadmill does not require electricity. The slat technology generates a natural
running feeling. It works smoothly. The particularly light slat design allows the runner to adjust the
running speed easily and quickly.

The curved shape is innovative. The construction is patented. It automatically makes the runner move
the foot in a natural way. The stride length adjusts and the foot is rolled over the ball of the foot. This is
extremely comfortable and gentle on the joints.
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The running surface has been developed in such a way that it is possible to walk on it even with a low
own weight. The design in conjunction with special plastic materials together creates exactly the right
suspension and damping. The device thus withstands the highest loads and promises a long service life.

The special treadmill belt system is the heart of the device. It is guided by a high number of precision
ball bearings and high performance rollers. The result is a heavy duty unit with zero maintenance.

Running surface 155 x 43cm
Running height approx. 44cm
Frictionless
Excellent cushioning
Lamella technology generates a natural running feeling
no maximum speed
in a few steps to sprint speed - ideal for HIIT training
arched running surface for good running ergonomics
walking and running like in nature
own drive, thus up to 30% higher calorie consumption
use of additional muscle groups through own drive - no supporting motor
suitable body height from 150cm to 194cm
no cable, no electricity
easiest operation
Low maintenance
Solid steel frame and handrails
Corrosion resistant hardware
Heavy-duty oval tubes on supports covered with TPU grip material
Rust resistant zinc primer coat
LCD screen with high contrast and display of time, distance, speed, pace, calories, pulse,
workout profiles
Training programs: Quick Start, Intervals (20/10, 10/20, Custom), Targets (Time, Distance,
Calories, Heart Rate), Competitive mode.
Bluetooth interface to connect Bluetooth transmitter belt and transfer data to Assault Fitness APP
two water bottle holders
multifunctional storage compartment in the middle
larger side panels for easy foot placement

Use: home use to commercial continuous use, payload: approx. 181kg
Equipment dimensions: L177.5 x W80.4 x H163.5cm, weight 131.2kg
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter
Options: Bluetooth transmitter belt
Warranty: home use: 2 years on labor and parts: light institutional to commercial continuous use: 1 year
on labor and parts

Engine power: Non-motorized treadmill
Speed: keine Maximalgeschwindigkeit
Tread: 155 x 43 cm
Gradient: No
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Training computer: LCD screen with high contrast
Displayed values: Time, distance, speed, pace, calories, pulse, training profiles
Training programs: 9
Pulse-controlled programs: 1
User-defined programs: 1
Hand pulse sensors: No
Pulse receiver: Bluetooth
Multimedia: Bluetooth interface, Assault Fitness APP
Foldable: No
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter
Options: Bluetooth transmitter belt, floor protection mat
Folding dimensions (length / width / height): No
Dimensions (length / width / height): L 177.5 x W 80.4 x H 163.5 cm
Payload: approx. 181 kg
Insert: Heinbereich bis kommerzieller Dauereinsatz
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts: light institutional to commercial continuous use: 1 year on
labor and spare parts
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